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PREFACE 
This paper is an analysis of several of the vocal 
compositions of the English composer, Benjamin Britten, 
and a discussion of the vocal problems involved in those 
* presented on recital on May 18, 1961. A brief sketch 
of the events and persons influencing Britten's composing 
is included to help gain a more thorough understanding 
of the compositions. 
* 
LES ILLUMINATIONS 
Fa.:nf'are 
Villes 
Royaut~ 
Marine 
D'epart 
CHURCH SCENE ARIA FROM PETER GRIMES 
A CHARM OF LULLABIES 
The Highland Balou 
Sephestia's Lullaby 
A Charm 
The Nurse's Song 
BRITISH FOLK SONGS 
Little Sir William 
The trees they grow so high 
The Ash Grove 
SEASCAPE 
THE BIRDS 
AS IT IS, PLENTY 
BIOGRAPHY 
Edward Benjamin Britten was born at Lowestoft, 
Suffolk, England, on St. Cecilia's Day (November 22), 
1913. His father was a dental surgeon, and the Britten 
family lived in a house directly facing the sea. From 
earliest childhood, young Benjamin revealed phenomenal 
musical gifts. He began composing at the age of five. 
He recalls composing "elaborate tone poems usually 
lasting about twenty seconds, inspired by terrific events 
in my home life, such as the departure of my father for 
London, the appearance of a new girl friend in my life, 
or even a wreck at sea." His later efforts removed 
themselved from these emotional inspirations, however, 
and by the age of nine he had written a string quartet, 
which, with some other compositions written at this time, 
were not connected in any direct way with life. 
At the age of fourteen, Britten left his preparatory 
school in South Lodge to enter Gresham's School at Holt. 
By this time he had already composed ten piano sonatas, 
six string quartets, three suites for piano, an oratorio, 
and dozens of songs. Frank Bridge, an English composer, 
observed in Britten unusual musical promise, and arranged 
to give him lessons in harmony and counterpoint on his 
school holidays. Britten was profoundly influenced by 
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this teacher, later writing the famous Variations on a 
Theme by Frank Bridge. 
After leaving school, Britten won a scholarship to 
the Royal College of Music in London. Here he studied 
composition under John Ireland.and piano under Arthur 
Benjamin. Britten wrote his earliest published works 
during this period. However, only one of his composi-
tions, the Sinfonietta for Chamber Orchestra, was 
performed at the college. Britten's true ability had 
not yet been demonstrated, but this period gave him an 
opportunity to hear good music, mix with other musicians, 
and generally broaden his musical horizon. 
Several great classical composers influenced his 
later style and musical thought. Mozart and Schubert 
instilled in him a love for pure melody which in turn 
led him to Mahler's lyricism. The following passages 
demonstrate the comparison between the music of these 
composers and the music of Britten: 
Figure #1: 
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Though he was early attracted to the atonal works 
of Schoenberg, and was also influenc~d by Berg a.nd 
Stravinsky, Britten has adhered to no single style. 
He is essentially an eclectic composer whose manner of 
writing is influenced by the esthetic requirements of 
the work he is producing. He has written in many 
different veins -- sometimes even in the same work 
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(such as the song cycle, Lee Illuminations) -- and 
always with a brilliant command of his technique, 
complete facility, and lack of inhibit.ions in his 
self-expression. At his best, he has engaging warmth 
and a fine poetic sp·eech. 
The Sinfonietta was the first of his works to reach 
public performance, being performed on January 31, 1933, 
at one of Iris Leman's London concerts of contemporary 
music. A few months later there was a broadcast of his 
choral variations for mixed voices entitled A Boy Was 
~. The following year the Phantasy Quar~et for 
oboe, violin, viola, and cello was first played. A set 
of twelve children's songs for voice and piano entitled 
Friday Afternoons, and two suites, one for piano and 
the other for violin and piano, were finished in 1934. 
With these compositions, Britten began to make an 
impression on the musical world. Critics referred to 
him as a gifted and precocious composer. There was some 
dissent as to the strength and lasting quality of his 
music. It was said that he lacked a general sense of 
direction, and that disquiet and restlessness appeared 
in his inability to do sustained composing. 
Perhaps the greatest single fact responsible for 
Britten's fast rise on the musical horizon is that he 
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turned to the cinema to earn a living. During this 
period some of the best documentary films were being 
made in England, and Britten started to work in them 
in 1935. He seemed to enjoy the special requirements 
of the cinema, for he had to write music to order, 
quickly, and under all kinds of circumstances. Because 
the film company was a small organization and had very 
little money, he had to score for six or seven players, 
attempting to make these instruments meet the demands 
of a larger orchestra. It was also necessary to imitate 
natural sounds of everyday life. All these factors led 
to hie gradual recognition as a noted composer. This 
period gave him substantial and basic foundations and 
set a pattern for the works which were to follow. 
As soon as it was learned that he had a flair for 
occasional and incidental or background music, commis-
sions for theatre and radio:, as well as further film 
work, followed. Every type of music, from light to 
serious, was required. These varied requirements forced 
the composer to seek ways and means of using to best 
advantage the often meager resources placed at his 
disposal. He is able to complete the greater part of 
the composing process mentally so that the actual copying 
becomes an almost mechanical process which can be carried 
out at high speed. 
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During this time, Britten became acquainted with a 
lyric poet of note, W. H. Auden, who had become sympa-
thetic to the cinema, and felt it was a more persuasive 
vehicle than the printed page. A close and lasting 
friendship followed, out of which developed the words 
and music for Our Hunting Fathers, the song cycle On 
This Island, Ballad of the Heroes, Paul Bunyan, and 
The Hymn To St. Cecilia. 
Britten's friendship with Auden affected his music 
in various ways. It helped to confirm his liking for 
musical quips. It also introduced him to Auden's 
favorite death fixation. This was the obcession that 
the illness and death of an individual symbolizes the 
decay and dissolution of a class. Britten's adoption 
of this premise almost resulted in his downfall, but 
fortunately he outgrew this idea before it had a chance 
to warp his individuality. However, he gained an 
imaginative appreciation of the beauty of English 
poetry, an awareness of the esthetic problems involved 
in the alliance of words and music, and a fuller sense 
of an artist's political responsibility. 
After the close of the Spanish Civil War, many 
members of the artistic circles in England, not wishing 
to submit to possible artistic domination by conquerors, 
began to think of the possibility of emigration to the 
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. New World. Britten, too, felt he must emigrate if he 
were to realize his full potentialities as a composer. 
Another reason which prompted him to truce this impor-
tant step was the fact that the foreign and American 
audiences seemed so much more appreciative of his work 
than his own English people. He became dissatisfied 
with his own work and felt the need of travel to broaden 
his outlook. Early in the summer of 1939, he crossed 
the Atlantic with his friend, the tenor, reter Pears. 
upon coming to A..rr:erica, his fLrm intention was to 
become a citizen of the United States. 
The Americans received him very graciously, and he 
found close and lasting friends, including Mrs. Elizabeth 
s. Coolidge. She, as well as the Columbia Broadcasting 
Company, provided him with commissions, and he was in 
great demand as a pianist to perform his own compositions. 
Some of the compositions written during this period are 
the Violin Concerto in D Minor, Canadian Carnival,~ 
Illuminations, Diversions, Sinfonia Da Requiem, and half 
a dozen choral settings of poems by Gerard Manly Hopkins. 
Britten returned to England shortly after the 
beginning of the Second World War. In view of his 
conscientious objections, he was not called to active 
service, but was allowed to continue his work as a 
composer. As a pianist he appeared at special concerts 
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all over the country. In wartime England, opportunities 
for hearing new music were very welcome because of their 
infrequency, and Britten~s new compositions were met 
with ready acceptance, partly because of their attractive 
qualities of grace, ease, and intelligibility, and 
partly because it was apparent that during the three 
years of his residence in the United States his mind 
and music had matured. 
While still in California, Britten had read in a 
copy of the B.B.C.'s weekly magazine, The Listener, an 
article by E. M. Forster, nTo Think of Crabbe is to 
Think of England". He became interested in drama and 
the possibility of carrying his composing abilities into 
the field of opera. 
While he was waiting for return passage to ~ngland, 
he attended a performance of his Sinfonia Da Requiem 
conducted by Serge Koussevitsky in Boston. When in 
the course of conversation with the conductor he was 
asked why he had as yet written no full-scale opera, 
Britten replied that "all of the necessary preparations 
and requirements for such an undertaking demands a 
freedom from other work which was an economic impossi-
bility for most young composers 11 • Koussevitsky was 
interested in the Crabbe project, which Britten had 
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already been turning over in his mind, and when they met 
again some weeks later, he announced that he had arranged 
for the Koussevitsky Music Foundation to put up $1000 to 
aid in the composition of the opera. In return, it was 
to be dedicated to the memory of his wife, Natalie, who 
had died recently. 
Thus began Britten's career as a composer of opera. 
The London success of Peter Grimes, based on the twenty-
second letter of Crabbe's poem J'he Borou59, was followed 
shortly by productions in major cities of the world. In 
a short time, Britten's fame as an operatic composer was 
world-wide. 
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VOCAL COMPOSITIONS 
11 The special significance of Britten as 
a composer is that in an age when there is a 
perilous tendency for the artist to become 
divorced from society, he has succeeded to a 
unique extent in bridging that gap. The best 
of his music meets with the approval, not only 
of the connoisseur, but also of the general 
public. This can most clearly be seen in his 
operas and in many of his choral and vocal 
works." 1 
As discussed in the preceding portion of this paper, 
Britte~ adhered to no single style, but was influenced 
by composers of various contrasting styles. 
Britten's vocal works encompass a wide variety of 
categories, from folk songs to opera.2 
Besides the influences upon Britten by other 
composers, many of Britten's compositions also indicate 
influences by poets such as the French prose poet, 
Arthur Rimbaud, and English poets W. C. Auden and George 
Crabbe. The influences of Auden and Crabbe have been 
discussed in the preceding portion of this paper. 
Rimbaud, however, was an influence of a different type. 
As a composer of English birth, one would expect 
Britten to choose English texts for his musical settings. 
1. wbite, Eric Walter, Benjamin Britten, A Sketch of 
His Life and Works, Boosey and Hawkes, Limited,· 
London, 1948, Preface 
2. A chronological list of Britten's vocal works may be 
found in Appendix A. 
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Quite the converse is true, however, and the first 
continental text Britten set to music was the Les -
Illuminations, by the French prose poet, Arthur Rimbaud. 
With this song cycle, Britten both amazed and delighted 
his contemporary listeners with his II consummate a.rtln t r'J 
of 'hand.1 tng t."-1e Fr:mc·t language''. 3 
One of the interesting aspects of Britten's vocal 
music is the wide range it involves. r.rhe arias and song 
cycles, in particular, require that the performer possess 
quite a wide workable vocal range. For instance, the 
"Embroidery" aria, from the opera, Peter Grimes, contains 
the following passage: 
Figure #5: 
--------------·----------------------
3. Mitchell, Dona,ld and Keller, Hans, Benjamin BrJ.!1,_~, 
Philosophical Library, New York, 1952, p. 31 
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The following passages are ta.ken f'rom the 11 Paraae11 , 
which is a section of the song cycle, Les Illuminations: 
Figure #6: 
Figure #7: 
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SPECIFIC SONGS USED ON RECITAL 
The vocal works of Benjamin Britten were chosen 
for my graduate recital because of the interesting 
variety contained in them. 
The first group, Les Illuminations, is a set of 
prose poems by the Frenchman, Arthur Rimbaud. This 
cycle, along with Our Hill}ting Fathers, and the Serenade 
for tenor and horn, is a descendent of the tradition 
initiated by Mahler in the Kindertotenlieder and the 
Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen. The Mahler influence 
upon Britten was also revealed in the Variations on a 
Theme by Frank Bridge.4 The following are examples 
from the four songs contained in Mahler's cycle, Lieder 
eines fahrenden Gesellen. They describe four definite 
moods, both by the poetry and by the music to which the 
poetry is set. Britten composed his cycles in a similar 
fashion, which shall be discussed presently. 
Figure #8: 
No. I 
4. Ibid.,~. 13 
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Figure #9: 
Figure #10: 
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Figure #11: 
Britten's setting of Les Illuminations is as 
European and as French as the title. This first attempt 
of Britten's at setting to music another language than 
his own was met with great delight and success. The 
music is most understandable without over-simplifying 
the ,subtleties of the text. This cycle is written in a 
style which both reveals and conceals, in a 11 system of 
musical manners which nevertheless permits greatest 
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freedom of speech".5 Britten's music, heretofore quite 
traditionally English, became more clear and intense in 
style, and he achieved a definitely European outlook in 
this cycle. 
Britten has the ability to set the stage with only 
a few notes, which he does in the introductory "Fanfare", 
causing the ear to maintain the E major chord, even though 
the music at times deviates from it slightly. The voice 
continues this key feeling when it enters on an E natural 
and deviates from it but twice during the phrase which 
contains fifteen notes. 
Figure #12: , 
According to Peter Pears, the musical material used 
for 11 Villes" is somewhat ordinary for Rimbaud's extra-
ordinary poem, and the vocal line "does not quite take 
flight 11 .6 He is also of the opinion that the persistent 
eighth note movement, while hectic, is almost wearisome 
in its mechanical key changes. The monotony may exist, 
but the monotonous repetition of the eighth note pattern 
5. Ibid., p. 31 
6. Ibid., p. 65 
Voic..e. 
'°Pi ANO 
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calls the attention of the listener to the unusual words 
of the poem, instead of concentrating attention upon 
words and accompaniment alike. It has a udri ving" 
quality, which emphasizes the frenzy of the body of the 
poem. The last lines of the poem are more calm, and the 
last twenty-four bars of "Villes 11 likewise implies a 
musical calmness. 
Omitting "Phrase11 and "Antiqueu, the next two songs 
are again called by Mr. Pears, 11 mechanical 11 • Their 
interest to some, however, might lie in their mechanistic 
tendency. The "Royaute" tells a fantastic and beautiful 
story, not only through the words of the poem but also 
through the moods set by the accompaniment. For instance, 
the suspenseful mood set by the repeated cho1-d.s and 
monotonic vocal line at this point: 
Figure #13: 
is immediately contrasted by the nwalkingu rhythm as the 
couple strolls through the garden. 
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Figure #14: 
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Each section of "Royaut~" might be thought of as mechan-
ical. However, the sections contrast in such a way as 
to tell the story both in voice and instrument. 
The 11 Marine11 has what some might call a 11 monotonous" 
repeated melody, but Britten has made it interesting by 
varying it each time it returns. The initial statement 
is made in this pattern (J°'l) (Figure #15) and returns 
the second time with the pattern just reversed (1 J') 
(Figure #16). The third and last. time it appears in 
quarter notes (Figure #17), is lengthened at the end of 
the song by the use of two melismas instead of the 
previously used one, and comes to a climax on a high 
A-natural. The entire song is held together by the 
sixteenth-note rhythm found at all times in either 
piano or voice. 
Figure #15: 
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Figure #16: 
\ 
Figure #17: 
Omitting the "Interlude", which is a repetition of 
the initial "Fanfare", "Being Beauteous 11 , and "Parade", 
which contains at the.end a repetition of the "Fanfare11 , 
we come to the "D'epart", which ends the cycle with 11 just 
the right amount of jaded nostaglia -- not a note too 
many".7 In this final portion of Les Illuminations,8 
more evident. Lhan in "Depart' s" slO\: ,·R.l:.e r.1L' iJarmonic 
change, which gives this last song a feeling of 11 spacious-
ness and long farewell".9 
7. Ibid., p. 66 
8. A translation of Les Illuminations may be found in 
Appendix B. 
9. Ibid., p. 33 
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Figure #18: 
Britten's reason for the writing of Peter Grimes, 
and the success of the opera, was discussed in the first 
portion of this paper. For the recital, the "Church 
Scene Aria 11 , sung by Ellen, was chosen. 10 Ellen sings 
this particular aria on a Sunday morning, as she sits 
in front of the church, questioning Peter's apprentice 
about the bruises she has discovered on his neck. The 
aria has a wide range, requiring the performer to sing 
in high, low, and middle registers. 
Figure #19: 
Figure #20: 
10. A synopsis of the oper., Peter Grimes, may be found 
in Appendix C. 
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A Charm of Lullabies was written for Nancy Evans, 
who sang the role of Lucretia in Britten's chamber opera, 
The Rape of Lucretia. This group of lullabies is indeed 
well-named, for they consist of quite charming, simple 
lyric music. Britten accomplished quite a feat when he 
succeeded in finding five such contrasting lul.labies and 
then successfully setting them to music. 
For recital purposes, the first lullaby, 11 A Cradle . 
S0ng11 , was omitted, beginning instead with ttThe Highland 
Balou". The words are taken from Robert Burns versifi-
cation of a Gaelic nursery song which he learned from a 
Highland lady. 11 Britten makes good use of the tradi-
tional Scotch 11 snap", and he "Brittenizes" this other-
wise simple little song by suddenly inserting three 
fascinating measures of three-quarter time into the 
otherwise straight four-four rhythm. 
1 1 • 
Figure #21: 
Burns, Robert, The Complete Poetical Works of Robert 
Burns, Houghton Mifflin Company, The Riverside Press, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1897 
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11 Sephestia 1 s Lullaby11 is a truly touching little 
tune, written for Sephestia to sing her baby to sleep. 
The music, set to words by Robert Greene, creates quick 
contrasts by the use of grace notes -- slow and quick 
to unite the lento and allegretto tempos. Britten's 
setting of this plaintive story of the poor rickety 
little tot who is, in Greene's words, a 11 wanton", shows 
us, musically, how the mother's feelings overwhelm her 
as she trys to lull her child to sleep. 
The setting of Thomas Randolph's "A Charm" is surely 
the first prestissimo furioso lullaby in all the history 
of lullabies. The seven-four time signature adds to the 
11 witchery11 which the words intimate and the shouted 
"Quiet!" on a higher pitch followed by a softer "Sleep" 
on a lower one indicate contrasting feelings on the part 
of the poet as to just how the child is to be quieted. 
Figure #22: 
fi.. p ~ 'P 
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The last lullaby, "The Nurse's Song", demonstrates 
a method of major-minor contrast. The voice enters first, 
alone, singing the plaintive minor strain. The piano 
then enters, changing the mood by entering in the relative 
major. The same idea occurs at the end of the song, as 
the piano ceases first, leaving the voice to continue 
in the minor key in which it began. 
Figure #23: 
'"r '"r 'Pi ANO . 8 .....,+« A NC e 
The vocal range of thts cycle of lullabies is much 
less extended than many of Britten's songs. Being 
lullabies, the music·is inevitably more relaxed and quiet, 
with the obvious exception of ttA Charm11 , which is 
frenzied almost to the point of being obstreperous. 
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Britten wrote three volumes of folk songs, the first 
and third in English, and the second in French. Unlike 
many composers, Britten's folk song settings always 
illuminate, rather than conceal, the folk melodies. The 
melodies are never drowned beneath the attention of the 
listener. Britten only intervenes in order to modestly 
focus attention on the folk song itself, and then only 
very discreetly in order to reflect the dramatic situation 
inherent in the text. An example of this is 11 The Ash 
Grove", in which the accompaniment is a slightly distorted 
imitation of the vocal line. It emphasizes the nostaglia 
of the words, and far from removing attention from the 
theme itself, it tends to call attention to it and accent 
it all the more strongly. 
This example shows the composer's ability to penetrate 
through the text. Although the singer states an unchanged 
environment (Still warbles the blackbird •••• Still 
trembles the moonbeam ••• etc.), the reality stated 
by the poet is quite different (i.e. "what are the beauties 
-24-
down by the As~1 Grove." ) The folk tune, unaltered by 
passage of time, represents the observable certainties 
of nature, while the distortion in the accompaniment 
expresses the altered conception of the beholder. 12 
The other two folk songs chosen for recital were 
"Little Sir William" and 11 The trees they grow so high 11 • 
Both are typical folk songs, telling stories with sad 
endings. Britten's accompaniments emphasize and enhance 
the stories by very nearly telling the story themselves 
by the mood they set. "Little Sir William11 is the story 
of a little boy whose mother goes to school to look for 
him, only to find that he has been stabbed to death by 
his schoolmistress. The first four verses, when she is 
looking confidently for him, are light-hearted and 
harmonically simple. In the fifth and sixth verses, as 
she hears William's voice from the river telling her of 
his fatal plight, the accompaniment becomes soft, slow, 
dissonant, and almost sluggish. The last verse, as 
William tries to console her by admonishing her to 
" • • • lay my prayerbook at my head, 
And my grammar at my feet, 
That all the little schoolfellows as they pass by 
May read them for my sake." 
12. op. cit., Mitchell, p. 48 
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has again the lighthearted accompaniment from the first 
four verses. 
"The trees they grow so high" receives a different, 
although typically Britten, treatment. It begins simply, 
builds to a high point, and ends as simply as it began. 
The first verse is sung completely unaccompanied. The 
second verse uses a dotted half and dotted quarter rhythm 
accompaniment in one hand. In the third verse, the 
accompaniment, now using two hands, becomes contrapuntal, 
still using the dotted half-dotted quarter figure, with 
now and then a quarter note-eighth note figure thrown in. 
Verse four employs a figure consisting of two quarter 
notes and two eighth notes, which in 6/8 time gives a 
syncopated rhythm. The next verse uses a typical 6/8 
rhythm, with the first beat of each measure being a 
chord, followed by three single notes on beats three, 
four, and six. The last of that verse switches to chords 
in the right hand and single syncopated notes on beats 
three and six in the left hand. This pattern continues 
until the middle of the last verse, when the accompaniment 
slowly finds its way back through the patterns from which 
it has evolved and the voice ends, as it began, alone. 
Two songs from the song cycle, On This Island, were 
used on recital. The first, ''Seascape", might be compared 
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with the English traditional folk song. In comparing it 
with the English folk song, Lord Rendal, 13 however, one 
finds lt much more inventive. The folk song has a range 
of only a ninth, while "Seascape" has a range of a 
diminished thirteenth. The folk song contains mostly 
straight rhythm, with intervals of no more than a third; 
"Seascape" has several octave skips, and also several 
melismas which one would never find in an ordinary folk 
song. The folk songs have several verses, each having 
the same tune. "Seascape" has several ttthemes", changing 
with the mood of the poetry. In a folk song, no matter 
when the mood of the poetry, the tune is still the same 
throughout the song. Britten, however, uses his music 
to describe the words of the chosen poem. 
13. 
Figure #26: 
Figure #27: 
Sharp, Cecil J., One Hundred English Folksongs, 
Oliver Ditson Company, Philadelphia, 1916, p. 44 
Figure #28: 
Figure #29: 
The accompaniment is characteristically Britten, requiring 
not only an accompanist, but a pianist, to perform it. 
The vocal line, nervous and subtle, expects the voice to 
be an instrument in its own right, as well as a mere 
projector of the words. 
'
1As it is, plenty" is a very amusing song. Its 
false accents reflect the falseness of the sentiments 
found in Auden's poem, and the deliberately pert tune 
fits the cheapness of the story.14 The listener might 
think it a constant guessing game between pianist and 
vocalist, as the vocalist never enters twice ori the same 
14. The poems used in the songs sung on recital may be 
found in Appendix D. 
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beat of the measure. 
Figure #30: 
The little folk-like song, The Birds, was the first 
voce.1 composition of Britten's ever to be published. 
Written at the age of eighteen and set to words by 
Hillaire Belloc, this is the only composition written 
during Britten's school years which has been published. 
Several versions of The Birds were written, under the 
watchful eye of Britten's teacher, Frank Bridge. Britten 
finally found the right ending in the wrong key. 
Figure #31: 
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Brit ten adds variety to the otherwise follr: song quality 
of this song by changing keys for each verse, and by 
varying the accompaniment figure. The "up-in-the-air" 
feeling one might feel at the end of the song merely adds 
to the charm and simplicity of the song. 
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SPECIFIC PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 
In preparing the music discussed in the preceding 
section for recital, certain vocal problems were 
encountered. These problems, and the methods used in 
solving and/or overcoming them, might be of interest. 
I. Les Illuminations 
a. "Fanfare11 - This particular song has a 
very short and limited vocal line,, cons is t.lng oJ' only 
f'1 ft,8(:m notes. With the exception of two notes, which 
are a thlr·d line b-natural and a first leger space 
g-natural, the entire vocal line rests on a fourth 
space e-natural. This particular note lies right in 
the "break" in my voice between the middle and upper 
registers. The strident quality which might have 
prevailed was overcome by throwing the voice far forward 
into the nasal resonating chambers and being careful 
to sing "on top of the pitch". The vowel sounds of 
long A in the word clef and eh in the word cette made 
this all the more difficult and necessary. 
b. "Villest1 - The rapidity with which this 
song must move necessitates a great deal of careful 
enunciation and projection. Variety of dynamic levels 
was necessary to project the mood of this unusual poem. 
Both legato and staccato singing were also used for the 
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setting of a mood. Although the range of '1Villes" is 
much greater than that of "Fanfare", "Villes" was not 
nearly so difficult because of the variety in range. 
The entire song had a range encompassing one note less 
than two octaves. 
c. 11 Royaute 11 - This song perhaps tells a story 
as none of the others in this cycle do. Consequently, 
it was most important for the voice to be able to put 
this story across, even though it was in a language not 
familiar to most of the audience. Britten has told the 
story by his music, and the voice has only to complete 
the telling of it by accurate use of dynamic levels and 
staccato and legato singing. 
d. 11 Marine11 - Of the five songs sung from this 
cycle on recital, this was for me the most technically 
difficult. Britten's method of varying his theme by 
the use of eighth notes and etghth rests requires 
diligent practice on the part of both soloist and 
accompanist to accomplish the accuracy required for 
performance. The melismas at the end of each verse 
occur on difficult vowel sounds; the first on a French 
u, the second on the French eh in the syllable lair, and - - -
the last on the French nasal~· Complete accuracy was 
necessary to accomplish clarity of vowel sound and 
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distinctness of sixteenth notes in these passages. The 
last note, the sound of !hon a first leger line a-natural, 
required the same treatment as the vocal line in the first 
song of the cycle, the 11 Fanfare11 • 
e. "Depart" - The time signatures used in this 
might be indicated as the "difficulty" involved in it. 
Using eight as the common denominator, Britten has varied 
the number of beats per measure from four to seven, using 
syncopated patterns at times to further complicate the 
rhythm. This song required legato singing from start to 
finish, and the use of long phrases. 
II. The Church Scene Aria from Peter Grimes -
This aria requires the use of a wide vocal range, as it 
makes use of notes ranging from low a-sharp to high 
a-natural. Legato singing, and the use of dynamics 
seemed to be the watchword in the performance of this 
aria. One of the chief problems was in the wide interval 
skips found in measure sixteen and in measure twenty-five 
(Figures #32 and #33). Again it was necessary to throw 
the voice far forward to accomplish matching tones on 
both the lower and the upper notes of the melisma. 
Measures twenty-one through twenty-four (Figure #34) 
were quite difficult because of the fact that they 
remained on notes in the higher portion of my voice. 
The last two phrases, on the other hand, were in the 
• 
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lower portion of my voicet and care had to be taken to 
avoid the constant use of chest voice in these two phrases 
(figure #35). 
Figure #32: 
~~j &rE §f]?~fi} 
Figure #33: 
.Fql~m~~riiQ 
\, 
Figure #34: 
~~Aq?(Er\t~nfffrp~~ 
Figure #35: 
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III. A Charm of Lullabies 
a. "The Highland Balou" - As this song is 
written in a Scotch dialect, the most important aspect 
of its performance was the projection and enunciation of 
the words. The dissonance which Britten loves to use 
made the combination of piano and voice slightly more 
difficult to accomplish than some of the other songs, 
especially with the addition of three measures in three/ 
four time, right in the midst of a straight four/four 
time signature (Figure #21). 
b. 11 Sephestia' s Lullaby" - The initial problem 
in this lullaby was the interval occurring in the third 
measure. The a-sharp on the second beat against the 
b-natural in the piano, moving to an e-natural on the 
third beat against a tone cluster in the accompaniment 
consisting off-sharp, g-natural, and a-sharp, creates 
a dissonance against which any ear would rebel. 
Figure #36: 
V"' c.e. 
Another enunciation problem occurs in the allegretto 
portion of this lullaby. The last vocal phrase requires 
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the use of a portamento as the voice moves from a fourth 
space e-natural down to a second leger space b-natural. 
Figure #37: 
c. 11 A Charm" - As stated previously, this is 
probably the only prestissimo furioso lullaby in all the 
histor~ of lullabies. In this fact, of course, lies the 
perform~.nce problem of this lullaby. In seven-four time, 
and set to words unfamiliar to most ears, this song must 
be enunciated and projected as perhaps no other on the 
recital. Dynamics also play a large part in the character 
of this song. 
d. "The Nurse's Song" - ·rhis is an excellent 
number to be used following "A Charm" because of its 
quieting qualities. Care must be taken on the lower 
notes not to revert to the use of the chest voice. Only 
at one point in the entire song does the dynamic marking 
forte occur, and the rest of the song is very soothing 
and quiet. It requires a great deal of pianissimo 
singing. 
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IV. Folk Songs of the British Isles 
a. "Little Sir William" - This folk song is 
not vocally difficult, but the diction must be perfect 
in order to tell the story. By the accompaniment, 
Britten sets the moods as they change from verse to 
verse. The tune is the same throughout, but the 
performer must use dynamic variety to relate the story. 
b. "The trees they grow so high" - Again, this 
song has the same tune throughout. The variety is found 
in the accompaniment and in the dynamic levels. The 
verses tend to run into each other, and vocalist and 
pianist must plan for a slight ritard between each verse 
in order to set one off from the other. The tempo might 
pick up slightly until the last verse, when it should 
assume the same tempo and perhaps even slow down a bit, 
in accordance with the text. 
c. "The Ash Grove11 - This charming setting of 
the familiar folk song is enhanced by the legato accom-
paniment Britten has written for it. Long phrases are 
the keynote of this song; one should sing eight measures 
without taking another breath. As in the other folk 
songs, the use of proper dynamics is highly essential to 
the correct performance of this song. 
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V. On This Island 
a. 11 Seascape11 - This song was perhaps the most 
difficult of those performed on recital. Because of its 
vocal range, and the intervals and accompanimental figures 
employed, it required a great deal of study and work on 
the part of both vocalist and pianist. It is very descrip-
tive, both in words and music. The accompaniment reminds 
one of a rolling surf. Dynamics are, again, very important. 
Long phrases are prominent, also, such as the one at the 
end of the song (see figure #29), which would be entirely 
spoiled if a breath were taken before the word saunter. 
b. "As it is, plenty" - A very keen ear is 
required for the performance of this song, as the accom-
paniment is quite dissonant to the vocal line. Memori-
zation was perhaps the most difficult part of preparing 
this song for performance, as there is no pattern for 
the vocal entrances. A long phrase which should not be 
broken occurs between measures thirty-eight and forty-
two (Figure #38). 
Figure #38: 
The last phrase, starting on a first line e-natural and 
ending on a fifth line f-sharp, might cause a vocal 
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problem because of the extended range contained in this 
single phrase. 
Figure #39: · 
>; - - - - - - - - - - - - -NA\ 
VI. The Birds - This little folk-like song is to 
me the most charming of all the songs sung on recital. 
The mood may be set chiefly by the skillful use of 
dynamics, especially pianissimo singing at the end. The 
word fowl which occurs on a fifth line f-natural presents 
a problem if it is not properly pronounced by using a 
pure 11 ah" sound and adding the "ow" sound only a fraction 
of a second before pronouncing the 11 1 11 • The pianist can 
add a great deal to the performance of this song by being 
quite deliberate with the last two measures (see figure #31). 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
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This appendix contains a chronological listing of 
the vocal compositions by Benjamin Britten. The 11st 
is taken from the book by Mitchell and Keller entitled 
Benjamin Britten. 
1. THE BIRDS, song for medium voice and piano (poem by 
Hillaire Belloc), composed 1929, revised 1934, 
published 1935 
2. A HYMN 110 THE VIRGIN, anthem for unaccompanied mixed 
chorus, Composed 1930, revised 1934, published 1935 
3. THREE TWO-PART SONGS, for boys' or women's voices 
and piano, composed 1932, published 1932 
4. A BOY WAS BORN, choral variations for unaccompanied 
mixed voices, opus 3, composed 1933, published 1934 
5. TWO PART SONGS, for mixed voices and piano, composed 
June 8, 1933, published 1934 
6. MAY, unison song with piano, composed 1934, published 
1935 
7. FRIDAY AFTERNOONS, twelve children's songs with piano 
accompaniment, opus 7, composed 19:55, published 1936 
8. TE DEUM INC MAJOR, for choir and organ, composed 
1935, published 1935 
9. OUR HUNTING FATHERS, symphonic cycle for high voice 
and orchestra, opus 8, composed July 23, 1936, 
published 1936 
10. ON THIS ISLAND, five songs for high voice and piano, 
opus 11, composed October, 1937, published 1938 
11. FISH IN THE UNRUFFLED LAKES, song for high voice and 
piano, composed November, 1937, published 1947 
12. TWO BALLADS, for two sopranos and piano, composed 
1937, published 1937 
13. ADVANCE DEMOCRACY, part song for unaccompanied mixed 
chorus, composed November 29, 1938, published 1939 
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14. BALLAD OF HEROES, for tenor or soprano solo, mixed 
chorus and orchestra (poems by W. H. Auden and 
Randall Swingler), opus 14, composed March 4, 1939, 
published 1939 
15. LES ILLUMINATIONS, for soprano or tenor voice and 
string orchestra, opus 18, composed October 25, 1939, 
published 1940 
16. SEVEN SONNETS OF MICHELANGELO, for tenor voice and 
piano, opus 22, composed November 30, 1940, published 
1943 
17. HYMN TO ST. CECILIA, for unaccompanied mixed chorus, 
opus 27, composed April 2, 1942, published 1942 
18. A CEREMONY OF CAROLS, for treble voices and harp, 
opus 28, composed 1942, published 1943 
19. FOLK SONGS (Vol. I; British Isles), for high (original) 
or medium voice and piano, composed 1942, published.1943 
20. FOLK SONGS (Vol. II; France) for high (original) or 
medium voice and piano, composed 1942, published 1946 
21. SERENADE, for tenor solo, horn and string orchestra, 
opus 31, composed 1943 
22. REJOICE IN THE LAMB, festival cantata for choir and 
organ, opus 30, composed July 17, 1943, published 1943 
23. THE BALLAD OF LITTLE MUSGRAVE AND LADY BARNARD, part 
song for male voices and piano, composed December 13, 
1943, published 1952 
24. FESTIVAL TE DEUM, for choir and organ, opus 32, 
composed 1945, published 1945 
25. PETER GRIMES, opera in three acts and a prologue; 
libretto by Montagu Slater, derived from the poem by 
George Crabbe, opus 33, composed 1944-1945, published 
1945 
26. THE HOLY SONNETS OF JOHN DONNE, for tenor voice and 
piano, opus 35, composed August 19, 1945, published 
1946 
27. THE RAPE OF LUCRETIA, opera in two acts; libretto by 
Ronald Duncan after Andre Obey's Le Viol de Lucrece, 
opus 37, composed May 3, 1946, published 1946 
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28. FOLK SONGS (Vol. III; British Isles), for high 
(original) or medium voice and piano, composed 
1946-1947?, published 1947 
29. ALBERT HERRING, opera in three acts; libretto by 
Eric Crozier after de Maupassant's Le Rosier de 
Madame Husson, opus 39, composed 1947, published 
1948 . 
30. CANTICLE I, for tenor voice and piano (poem by 
Frances Quarles), opus 40, composed September 12, 
1947, published 1949 
31. A CHARM OF LULLABIES, song cycle for mezzo-soprano 
and piano, opus 41, composed December, 1947, published 
1949 
32. SAINT NICHOLAS, cantata for tenor solo, mixed voices, 
string orchestra, piano duet, percussion and organ 
(text by Eric Crozier), opus 42, composed May 31, 
1948, published 1948 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
THE BEGGAR'S OPERAr opera in three actsi a new reali-
zation of John Gays Ballad Opera (1728J, opus 42, 
composed 1948, published 1949 
SPRING SYMPHONY, for soprano, alto and tenor soli, 
mixed chorus, boys' choir and orchestra, opus 44, 
composed 1949, published 1949 
LET'S MAKE AN OPERA, an entertainment for young 
people by Ehle Crozier, including 
THE LITTLE SWEEP, opera in three scenes; libretto 
by Eric Crozier, opus 45, composed April, 1949, 
published 1950 
A WEDDING ANTHEM, for soprano and tenor soli, choir 
and organ, opus 46, composed September 1949, published 
1950 
FIVE FLOWER SONGS, for unaccompanied mixed chorus, 
opus 47, composed 1950, published 1951 
39. BILLY BUDD, opera in four acts with a prologue and 
epilogue; libretto by E. M. Forster and Eric Crozier 
after Herman Melville's Billy Budd, opus 50, composed 
November 2, 1951, published 1952 
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APPENDIX B 
This appendix contains the five poems from Arthur 
Rimbaud's Les Illuminations and the translations of them 
by Helen Rootham, reprinted from "Prose Poems from Les 
Illuminations of Arthur Rimbaud". Les Illuminations 
as a whole contains nine poems, but these five are those 
which were presented in recital. 
I. FANFARE. J'ai seul la clef de cette parade sauvage. 
I. FANFARE. I alone hold the key to this savage parade. 
II. VILLES. Ce sont des villes! C'est un peuple pour 
qui se sont mont~s ces Alleghanys et ces Libans de 
r~vel Des chalets de cristal et de bois se meuvent 
aur des rails et des poulies invisibles. Les vieux 
craterea ceints de colosses et de palmiers de cuivre 
rugissent melodieusement dans lea feux ••• Des 
corteges de Mabs en robes rousses, opalines, montent 
des ravines. L~-haut, les pieds dans la cascade et 
les ronces, les cerfe tat.tent Diane. Dee ~acchantea 
dei3 l,anlieues songlotent et la lune br~le et hurle. 
Venus entre dans lea cavernes des forgerons et des 
ermites. Des groupes de beffrois chantent lea id'ees 
des peuples. Des ch!teaux batis en OS sort la musique 
inconnue •••• Le paradis des orages s-effondre. 
Les sauvages dansent sans cease la F3te de la Nuit. 
Quels bona bras, quelle belle heure me rendront cette 
r~gion d'oJ viennent nes sommeils et mes moindres 
mouvements? 
II. TOWNS. These are the towns! It is for the inhabitants 
of towns that these dream Alleghanies and Lebanons 
have been raised. Castles of crystal and wood move 
on rails and invisible pulleys. Old craters, encircled 
with colossal statues and palms of copper, roar 
melodiously in their fires •••• Corteges of Queen 
Mabs in robes red and opaline, climb the ravines. 
Up there, their hoofs in the cascades and the briars, 
the stags give Diana suck. Bacchantes of the suburbs 
weep, and the moon burns and howls. Venus enters the 
caves of the blacksmiths and hermits. Groups of bell-
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towers sing aloud the ideas of the people. From 
castles built of bones proceeds unknown music •••• 
The paradise of the thunders bursts and falls. 
Savages dance unceasingly the Festival of the Night. 
What kindly arms, what good hour will restore to me 
those regions from which come my slumbers and the 
least of my movements? 
III. ROYAUTE. Un beau matin, chez un peuple fort doux, 
un homme et une femme superbes criaient sur la place 
uublique: 11 Mes amis, je veux qu' elle soi t reinet" 
11 Je veux ;tre reinel" Elle riait et tremblait. Il 
parlait aux a.mis de rev~lation, d'epreuve terminee. 
Ils se pimaient l'un contre l'autre. 
. , ' 
En effect, ils furent rois toute une matinee, ou lea 
tentures carmin'ees se relev~rent sur lea maisons, et 
tout l'apres-midi, otl ils s'avanc~rent du cate des 
jardins de palmes. 
III. ROYALTY. On a beautiful morning, 1n a country 
inhabited by a mild and gentle people, a man and 
woman of proud presence stood in the public square 
and cried aloud: t1My friends, it is my wish that she 
should be queen. 0 She laughed and trembled. To his 
friends he spoke of a revelation, of a test concluded. 
Swooningly they leaned one against the other. 
And during one whole morning, whilst the crimson 
hangings were displayed on the houses, and during 
the whole afternoon, while the advanced towards the 
palm gardens, they were indeed kings. 
IV. MARINE. Les chars d'ar~ent et de cuivre, 
Lee prouee d'aoier et d argent, 
Battent l'~cume, 
IV. 
Soul~vant lea souches des ronces. 
Les courants de la lande, 
Et les ornieree immenses de reflux, 
Filent circulairement vers l'est, 
A Vera lea piliers de la foret, 
Vers lea f1lts de la jetee, 
Dont l'angle est heurt~ par des tourbillons de lumiere. 
MARINE. 
Prows of 
Beat the 
L!fe the 
Chariots of silver and 
steel and of silver 
foam, 
stems of the brambles. 
of copper 
v •. 
v. 
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The streams of the barren parts 
And the immense tracks of the ebb 
Flow circularly towards the east, 
Towards the pillars of the forest, 
Towards the piles of the jetty, 
Against whose angles are hurled whirl~ools of light. 
DEPART. Assez vu. La vision s'est rencontr~e i 
tous lea airs. 
Assez eu. Rumeurs des villes, le soir, et au soleil, 
et toujours. 
Assez connu. 
Visions! 
~ Les arret~de la vie. --- 0 Rumeurs et 
Depart dans l'affection et le bruit neufs. 
DEPARTURE. Sufficiently seen. --- The vision has 
been met in all guises. 
Sufficiently heard. --- Rumours of the town at night, 
in the sunlight, at all times. 
Sufficiently known. --- Life's decrees. 
Oh Rumours! Oh Vision! 
Departure in the midst of love and new rumours. 
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APPENDIX C 
This appendix contains a brief synopsis of the opera 
Peter Grimes, taken from The Rise of the English Opera, 
by Eric Walter White. 
Characters: 
PETER GRIMES (Tenor), a fisherman 
BOY (JOHN), (Mute Part), his apprentice 
ELLEN ORFORD (Soprano), a widow, schoolmistress of 
the Borough 
NED KEENE, an apothecary 
MRS. SEDLEY (Contralto), a gossip and scandalmonger 
SWALLOW, a lawyer 
CAPTAIN BAI.STRODE (Baritone), a retired merchant 
skipper 
REVEREND HORACE ADAMS, the rector 
HOBSON, a carrier 
The time of the opera is around 1830 and the Prologue 
shows the interior of the Moot Hall of the Borough, which 
is a small fishing town on the East Coast of England. 
Peter Grimes is under cross-examination at the inquest 
Swallow in conducting into the death of Peter's apprentice. 
In spite of the general fear and mistrust of Grimes, 
there is not evidence enough to hold him, and Swallow 
dismisses him with a warning. 
The opening scene of the first act shows the beach 
and the exterior of several buildings of the Borough. 
Peter is faced with the impossibility of working his 
boat without help, but Ned Keene, the apothecary, has 
found him a new apprentice at the workhouse. Ellen 
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Orford, the schoolteacher, offers to accompany the 
carrier to the market town, and to bring the boy home to 
Peter. The scene changes to the inside of the tavern. 
A storm is howling outside and the fisherfolk are seeking 
shelter. Peter comes into the tavern to wait for Ellen 
and the boy. News comes that a landslide has swept away 
part of the cliff by Peter's hut, but the carrier's cart 
reaches the Borough in spite of the storm and the floods. 
Peter takes the boy away to his desolate hut while the 
fishermen mutter threateningly. 
Act Two occurs later in the summer, and the first 
scene shows the beach and the Borough street, as in the 
first act. Ellen walks in with Peter's apprentice boy. 
She is shocked to learn from his torn clothing and the 
bruises on his neck that Peter has begun to mistreat 
him. When Peter arrives Ellen questions him, and af'ter 
a quarrel Peter angrily sends the boy off to look for a 
shoal he has observed out at sea. Meanwhile, Mrs. Sedley 
has overheard the conversation between Ellen and Peter 
and has spread the news that Peter is again abusing his 
apprentice. The Rector and Swallow set out for Peter's 
hut, followed by the indignant townsfolk. The second 
scene is in Peter's hut. Peter arrives with the boy and 
orders him to get ready for fishing. The boy is so 
frightened that Peter relents and tries to soothe him, 
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but his language becomes wild and it is apparant that he 
will eventually beconema.d. The voices of the approaching 
villagers are heard and Peter, in confusion, chases the 
boy out of the cliff-side door of the hut. The boy slips 
and falls, and Peter climbs down after him as the towns-
people arrive. The Rector and Swallow find only an empty 
hut and it occurs only to Balstrode to look out of the 
closed cliff-side door. He is one of the few who feel 
kindly toward Peter, and he says nothing about what he 
may have seen. 
Act Three occurs a few nights later. The first 
scene shows the village street. There is a dance at Moot 
Hall and the town is gay and festive. Mrs. Sedley talks 
with Ned Keene and tells him that she has her own idea 
of what happened to Peter and the boy, both of whom have 
been missing for three days. Then she hears Ellen telling 
Balstrode about a jersey that was found washed up on the 
beach. She urges the fishermen to hunt for Grimes. A 
brief intermission marks the passage of a few hours. A 
thick fog has come in and the only sounds are the fog-
horn and the voices of the men. Peter staggers in, 
exhausted and demented. He shrieks in answer to the 
distant voices. Ellen discovers him and vainly tries to 
soothe him. Balstrode comes to her aid and tells Peter 
to get his boat, to row out of sight of land, and then 
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to sink it. Peter obeys, and Balstrode takes Ellen away 
from the scene. After another pause the dawn is breaking 
as the men return from their man hunt. As the villagers 
start their regular tasks, word comes from the coast-guard 
station of a boat sinking far out at sea. 
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APPENDIX D 
Contained in this appendix are the words to the 
songs which were sung in recital. The only words which 
do not appear here are the words to the French cycle, 
Les Illuminations, which, with their English translations, 
may be found in Appendix B. 
I. CHURCH SCENE - ELLEN'S ARIA from the opera PETER GRIMES 
Words by Montagu Slater. 
Child you're not too young to know 
Where roots of sorrow are. 
Innocent you've learned how near 
Life is to torture! 
Let this be a holiday, 
Full of peace and quietness 
While the treason of the waves 
Glitters like love, glitters like love. 
Storm and all its terrors are 
Nothing to the hearts despair. 
After storm there comes a sleep 
Like oceans deep, like oceans deep. 
II. A CHARM OF LULLABIES 
11 The Highland Balou" - words by Robert Burns 
Hee balou my sweet wee Donald, 
Picture o 1 the great Claronaldl 
Brawlie kens our wanton Chief 
What gat my young Highland thief. 
(Hee balou!) 
Leeze me on thy bonnie craigiel 
An thou live, thou'll steal a nai~ie, 
Travel the country thro' and thro , 
And bring hame a Carlisle cowl 
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Thro' the Lawlands, o'er the Border, 
Weel, my babie, may thou furdert 
Herry the louns o' the laigh Countrie, 
Syne to the Highlands ha.me to me! 
Hee balou my sweet wee Donald, 
Hee balou my sweet wee Donald. 
Hee balout Hee balout balou, balou, balou, balou, baloul 
11 Sephestia' s Lullaby" - words by Robert Greene 
Weep not, my wanton, smile upon my knee; 
'When thou art old there's grief enough for thee. 
Mother's wag, pretty bo~, 
Father's sorrow, fathers joy; 
When thy father first did see 
Such a boy by him and me, 
\..r a~:) ~1 <1.<:~ , ! \·1 
Fortune c11anged him so, 
"dhen he left his pretty boy, 
Last his sorrow, first his joy. 
Weep not, my wanton, smile upon my knee; 
·vmen thou art old there's grief enough for thee. 
The wanton smiled, father wept, 
Mother cried, baby leapt; 
:More he crow-ed, more we cried, 
Nature could not sorrow hide: 
He must go, he must kiss 
Child and mother, baby bliss, 
For he left his pretty boy, 
Father's sorrow, father's joy. 
Woep not, my wanton, 
Smile upon my knee, 
'When thou are old 
There's grief enough for thee. 
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11 A Charm" - words by Thomas Randolph 
Quiet sleep! or I will make 
Erinneys whip thee with a Rnake, 
And cruel Rhadamanthus take 
Thy body to the boiling lake, 
Where fire and brimstone never slake; 
Thy heart shall burn, thy head shall ache, 
And every joint about thee quake; 
And therefore dare not yet to wakel 
Quiet, sleep! 
Quiet, sleep! 
Quiet! 
Quiet sleep! or thou shalt see 
The horrid hags of Tartary, 
Whose tresses ugly serpents be, 
And Cerberus shall bark at thee, 
And all the Furies that are three ---
The worst is called Tisiphone, 
Shall lash thee to eternity; 
And therefore sleep thou peacefully, 
Quiet, aleepl 
Quiet, Sleep! 
Quiet! 
"The Nurse's Song" - words by John Phillip 
Lullaby baby, 
Lullaby-la-by baby, 
Thy nurse will tend thee as duly as may be. 
lullaby, baby I 
Be still, my sweet sweeting, no' longer to dry; 
Sing lullaby baby, lullaby baby. 
Let dolours be fleeting, I fancy thee, I, 
To rock and to lull thee I will not delay me. 
Lullaby baby 
Lullaby-la-by-la-by baby, 
Thy nurse will tend thee as duly as may be 
lullaby-la-by-la-by baby. 
The gods be thy shield and comfort in needl 
The gods be thy shield and comfort in needl 
Sing lullaby baby 
Lullaby-la-by baby 
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They give thee good fortune and well for to speed, 
And this to desire I will not delay me, 
Tpis to desire I will not delay me. 
Lullaby baby 
lullaby-la-by baby, 
Thy nurse will tend thee as duly as may be. 
Lullaby-la-by-la-by-la-by baby. 
III. FOLK SONGS OF THE BRITISH ISLES 
!!Little Sir William" - A Somerset Folk S0 ng 
1. Easter day was a holiday 
Of all days in the year, 
And all the little schoolfellows went out to play 
But Sir William was not there. 
2. Ma.ma. went to the School wife house 
And knock-ed at the ring, 
Saying, "Little Sir William if you are there, 
Pray let your mother in.u 
3. The School wife opened the door and said: 
11 He is not here today. 
He is with the little schoolfellows out on the green-
Playing some pretty pla.y. 11 
4. Mama. went to the Boyne water 
That is so wide and deep, 
Saying, "Little Sir William if you are there, 
Oh pity your mother's weep." 
5. "How can I pity your weep, Mother 
And I so long in pa.in? 
For the little pen knife sticks close to my heart 
And the School.wife hath me slain. 
6. Go home, go home my mother dear 
And prepare my wi~ing sheet, 
For tomorrow morning before 8 o'clock, 
You with my body shall meet. 
7. And lay my Prayerbook at my head, 
And my grammar at my feet, 
that all the little schoolfellows as they pass by 
May read them for my sake. 11 
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"The trees they grow so high" - a Somerset Folk Song 
The trees they grow so high and the leaves they do 
grow green, 
And many a colk winter's night my love and I have seen. 
Of a cold winter's night, my love, you and I alone 
have been, 
Whilst my bonny boy is young he's a-growing. 
Growing, growing, 
Whilst my bonny boy is young he's a-growing. 
O father, dearest father, you've done to me great wrong 
You've tied me to a boy when you know he is too young. 
0 daughter, dearest daughter, if you wait a little while, 
A lady you shall be while hes growing. 
Growing, srowing, a lady you shall be while he's growing. 
I'll send your love to college all for a year or two 
And then in the meantime he will do for you; 
I'll b~y him white ribbons tie them round his bonny waist 
To let the ladies know that he'married. 
Married, married to let the ladies know that he's married. 
I went up to the college and I looked over the wall, 
Saw four and twenty gentlemen playing at bat and ball. 
I called for my true love, but they would not let him come, 
All because he was a young boy and growing. 
Growing, growing, all because he was a young boy and growing. 
At the age of sixteen, he was a married man 
And at the age of seventeen he was father to a son, 
And at the age of eighteen the grass grew over him, 
Cruel death soon put an end to his growing. 
Growing, growing, cruel death soon put an end to his growing. 
And now my love is dead and in his grave doth lie, 
The green grass grows o'er him so very, very high. 
I'll sit and I'll mourn nis fate until the day I die, 
and I'll watch all 0 1 er his child while he 1 s growing. 
Growing, growing and I'll watch all o'er his child 1 
while he's growing. 
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"The Ash Grove" - a Welsh 'rune 
Down yonder green valley where streamlets meander, 
When twilight ia fading, I pensively rove, 
Or at the bright noontide in solitude wander 
Amid the dark shades of the lonely ash-grove. 
"Twas there while the blackbird was joyfully singing, 
I first met my dear one, the joy of my heart; 
Around us for gladness, the bluebells were ringing, 
Ah! then little thought I how soon we should part. 
Still glows the bright sunshine o•er valley and mountain, 
Still warbles the blackbird his note from the tree; 
Still trembles the moonbeam on streamlet and fountain, 
But what are the beauties of nature to me. 
With sorrow, deep sorrow, my bosom is laden 
All day I go mourning in search of my love. 
Ye echoes, O tell me, where is the sweet maiden? 
She sleeps 'neath the green turf down by the Ash-grove. 
IV. ON THIS ISLAND - wprds by W. H. Auden 
"Seascape'' 
Look, stranger,at this island now 
The leaping light for your delight discovers, 
Stand stable here and silent be, 
That through the channels of the ear 
· May wander like a river 
The swaying sound of the sea. 
Here at the small field's ending pause 
Where the chalk wall falls to the foam, 
and its tall ledges Oppose the pluck 
And knock of the tide, 
And the shingle scrambles after the sucking surf, 
and the gull lodges a moment on its sheer side. 
Far off like floating seeds the ships 
Diverge on urgent voluntary errands; 
And the full view Indeed may enter 
And move in memory as now these clouds do, 
That pass the harbour mirror 
And all the summer through the water saunter, 
through the water saunter. 
"As it is, plenty" 
A~ it is, plenty; 
A§ it's admitted 
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The children happy and the car, the car that goes so far 
And the wife devoted: 
To this as it is, 
To the work and the banks let his thinning hair and 
his hauteur give thanks, give thanks. 
All that was thought as like as not, it not; 
When nothing was enough but love, 
but love and the rough future of an intransient nature 
And the betraying smile, betraying, but a smile; 
That that is not, is not; 
Forget, Forget, Forget. 
Let him not cease to praise then his spacious days; 
Yes, and the success let him bless, let him bless: 
Let him see in this the profits larger and the sins 
venal, 
Lest he see as it is the loss as major and final, 
final, final, f~nal, final, final. 
V. THE BIRDS - words by Hillaire Belloc 
When Jesus Christ was four years old, 
The angels brought Him toys of gold, 
Which no man ever had bought or sold. 
And yet with these He would not play, 
He made Him small fowl out of clay, 
And bless'd them till they flew away: 
Tu creasti, Domine. 
Jesus Christ, Thou child so wise, 
Bless mine hands and fill mine eyes, 
And bring my soul to Paradise. 
